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Here are a couple of items

on display in the Engineering section of our Club shed
at Wandin North. To the left,
is a Gear Cutter from around
the 1900s, and on the right
is a No 6 Production Mill by
the Whitney Mfg. Co. Hartford Connecticut USA. This
was also built in the early
1900s.
Below are a few of the
smaller engines we have on
display.

Crosley engine built around 1925 ,
Benland & Perkins 4 stroke
owned and restored by
built in Leeds 1905 ,restored by
Jim Bennet.
Ron Arbuthnott.

A Wolseley 2HP next to a Lister Junior
driving a Pedestal drill. The Lister engine
was rescued from the Port Welshpool tip
by George Smith.
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YVMPS NEWS

WE WELCOME New members.

Richard Kinnaird 4 Vista Crt. BERWICK
Scott Robins 19 Grand Panorama Crt.
LAUNCHING PLACE
We look forward to your company and trust you have a great
time here at YVMPS.

THE STORY GOES LIKE THIS
Once upon a time there was on old lathe,
That seemed to be destined for the grave.
But good old Lennie knew a bloke
Who could fix it up oaky doke.
A Likeable Chap you would have to say
Who with engines and stuff he loves to play.

L C. the lathe,

he had to cart.
Back to his shed to be pulled apart.
But before L C could make a start,
He found a strange mark upon every part.
Is it the model or part number I see,
I just don’t know what it can be?
I’ll ring young Lennie and ask why it’s there,
This seven one o
clearly every where

OIL

It’s not seven one o you silly old fool.
It simply means where, to use your OIL tool”
Ed.
SHED NEWS

There have been seven Bus tours of adults during
February 2018 with a total of 186 people coming to
the Mont De Lancey property. Some from as close
as Knox council, Mordialloc Community , Freedom
Aged care. and a group of 57 from Ocean Grove.
The month of March was even more hectic with a
bumper day on the occasion of the Mont De Lancy
25th Anniversary celebration.
Many thanks to the shed crew for their time.
WATCH THIS SPACE
Two Day Club bus trip
being planned for September
Planned to visit around 8 to 9 sheds and sites.

Membership goings on

Congratulations to Don Butcher on yet
another birthday. No 81 which occurred
on 24th February 2018
Welcome home Hugh Schafer after
recent major surgery in hospital. Lets
hope you can regain a few of those
kilos you have lost.
KEEP THIS DATE FREE

SUNDAY 24th JUNE

Party Time from 10.30AM –4PM
All welcome to help celebrate the clubs
30th Anniversary BBQ lunch supplied.

EDITORIAL

Greetings all.

Another bumper edition, with
some additions this time, including poetry*.
When I read the poem I never

found the fact that L C. read OIL as 710 odd, as I did
a similar thing when I first got an Online bank account.
If you have one from the Bank of Bendigo you will have
a little gizmo where you press a button and it gives a six
digit security number which works for a few seconds,
and if correct gives access to your accounts, but when I
inserted my number I kept getting a message telling me
the number was incorrect. In desperation at last I rang
a bank assistant who thought I was quite crazy, as I,
being left handed had been holding it wrongly and
reading it upside down. I thought it had an attractive
pattern on the base, but turned the right way up it was,
I presume the brand name.**
Anyway, I think that it gave the bank assistant some
amusement in his otherwise mundane working day.
Reading the reports and perusing the photographs
helps to give a really good picture of this busy group of
enthusiasts, and we really must thank all the contributors for sharing their experiences with everyone else.
Thank you to all, and long may it continue.
Editors– Heather and Niel Brain.
*if you could call it that!

**and I was not ancient when I first tried
internet banking.
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Our Member of the Month is LEWIS CRAIG CARLTON
I was born at Box Hill Hospital on the 15th of November 1956 and we lived in

Box Hill South for a while before moving to a country home in Boronia! I have a
brother Robert and a sister Diana. I married Monica in February 1986 and we have two
daughters Ashlea and Mia and one Granddaughter Sloane.
Box Hill South primary
school was my first school, then Rangeview primary ,and then on to Knox Tech. After
which Trade school at Box hill to learn Fitting and Turning. I did my apprenticeship
at Applied Engineering Bayswater, Around this time work was hard to find and many
people were laid off including Yours truly after only four and a half years. Fortunately I
secured a job in the city at The Herald & Weekly Times and remained there until the
travelling each day to the city gave me the pip !!
Since then I have had various engineering jobs until retiring in
2016.
I first became interested in engines as you can see by the young fellow repairing his toy car and pre tending to ride Dad’s bike at an early age .
As mentioned earlier we moved to Boronia when I was about ten years old and
on that property was a saw bench being
driven by a Sundial engine and I was
hooked on engines. My favourite engine would be the Victory 3 1/2 HP, although I did manage to retrieve the old
Boronia Sundial from Newcastle where it
had laid dormant for the past twenty
years and brought it back to life.
I joined YVMPS in 1990 at the invitation of Fred Mynard a member at the time. My other Hobbies & Interests
are avid reading (“not just car books” which were on the table at the time he said), loving house work*, and
watching all forms of motor sport. I have spent over fourteen years involved with the Ford Four Car Club, running and organizing events, driving and maintaining a 200 Horse Power Mark 1 Escort in Auto Cross events,**
The real highlights of my life have been the birth and subsequent lives of my two beautiful and intelligent daughters, and most recently the birth of darling granddaughter Sloane on 26 of November 2017.
*that’s a joke Joyce

Y.V.M.P.S.

**He has a few trophies to show for it .

MERCHANDICE

Available at meetings and Rallies
Patches, Badges, Coffee Mugs, $5.00 each,
Peak Cap $10.00
Fridge Magnet, $1.00 Pen, $1.00 Club Shirts $35.00
See Heather Butcher
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YVMPS NEWS
Memories of the Original BLOOM Workshop King Street, East Doncaster

Approximately seventy eight (1942) years ago

I still, so plainly, remember going to see Cyril
Bloom’s workshop. It was built of timber, with
corrugated iron skillion roof and appeared to have
been standing there for a long time. The shed was
parallel to King Street, fifty to sixty feet in length
and thirty feet wide, one end being open.
On arrival, I was greeted by Cyril, whom I
hadn’t met before. After we talked for a while I was
invited into the workshop. At that stage (being
about sixteen years of age) I was most interested
and could hardly believe my eyes, which is probably why my memories of the shed’s layout are still
so vivid. Along the roadside wall stood an old
wooden wash trough where sand and various bits of
gear for moulding were kept. Next, came the big old
lathe. I didn’t ever find out what make it was and no
one seemed to know. It had a centre height of about
eight or nine inches with a very deep gap in the bed,
was six feet plus between centres and had a solid
head stock spindle. Change wheels hung on the wall
The workbench ran across the back wall
with a vice and a hand grinding machine where all
tool bits, small drills etc. were ground. Next to the
bench was a four to five h/p Campell engine, being
the workshop’s power plant. The single flywheel
engine ran on petrol and had an exhaust that went
out through the end wall to a large pot silencer. The
engine needed to run quietly as some nights it would
run to the early morning hours.
Along the opposite side wall was a small
counter shaft driven by an electric motor. There was
a small friction drive dill with a number one taper, a
blower for the forge and a small grinder, all driven
from this counter shaft. Next, sat the four foot
square forge and a two hundred weight anvil. On the
floor was a swage block with the usual tongs and
hammers etc. The forge didn’t get a lot of use, except when Cyril built an off set disc cultivator and
three disc plough for their orchard.
Down the centre, and about two-thirds the
shed length, was the line shaft driven by the Campbell engine. Centrally, at the open end of the shed,
was the furnace for the melting of non-ferrous metals. This intrigued me greatly. Constructed from
firebricks, about two feet high and rather oblong in
shape, with a very high chimney twenty to twenty
five feet tall and six inches in diameter, with out a
blower. On the floor were castings for Bave-U orchard sprayers, pump valves, valve seats etc. of exact shape and quality. I was fascinated and could not
stop looking at them. As time went on, moulding
was to become one of Cyril’s great skills.
.

Continuing along the shed’s centre was a very old and large

blacksmith type-drilling machine, driven from the line shaft above capable of drilling quite large holes at which time you could hear how hard
the Campbell engine was pulling.
.A very simple, but quite large, grinder was next, with ten
inches by one and a half wheels. Positioned close by was a small lathe,
rather like one a pattern maker would use, with a combination slide that
moved along the bed.
As time passed lots of changes took place in
the shed. A small space between the end of the big lathe and the work
bench, was filled with a fairly old shaper. With a twelve-inch stroke, it
was unusual in that it had quite a large flywheel on the drive shaft. Coupled to the line shaft it worked very well. I still have a small gear that
runs in the rack under the saddle of my own big old lathe, still working
to this very day, cut on that shaper.
On the Yarra River at Petty’s Orchard Templestowe, there was
a very large (ten inch bore, twelve inch stroke) force pump used to irrigate the orchard. The small pinion (five to six inches diameter) on the
reduction drive had worn out. Cyril used the old shaper to reproduce the
pinion. There was no dividing head and all teeth were marked out on the
end of the blank and set up with a square from the centre
The next piece of equipment to come was an oil cooled ASTON electric welder, a great addition. (This was where I learnt to weld).
Equipment like this allowed Cyril to further use his many skills.
It was now time to change the drilling machine. A very nice
Selson was bought. A few years old, but still very good. It had a number
three taper with a set of back gears and is still in the shop to this day.
A power hacksaw was put under the line shaft between the
drilling machine and the large grinder. This grinder was replaced by a
heavier one with a shaft on ballraces.
The pattern maker’s lathe I mentioned previously was replaced
with another lathe (similar to a MASCON). It had a six inch centre
height, about thirty six inches between centre and was in good order.
This gave Cyril a machine that would work to much closer tolerances.
Around this stage the measuring equipment was upgraded.
I remember one of the jobs done on this lathe was boring of a
re-metalled big end bearing for a Chev truck, a model that was common
in the district. Cyril had made a jig to hold the rod central on the saddle
of the lathe with a boring bar between centres. The big end bearings
were poured into the rods. The finished product looked like it had come
from Repco!
Cont. p5
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addition to the workshop in my memory
was a Cupola furnace,
twelve to fourteen
inches in diameter,
five to six feet in
height, bricked up with
refractories inside and
a two-foot diameter
Dawn blower to supply the air. I didn’t see the Cupola fired
up, but I did see, many times, the castings that came from it.
I made mention before of Cyril’s moulding skills, they didn’t
change, they only got better.
Cyril worked repairing a continuing stream of orchard sprayers, needing anything from a pump overhaul to a
engine rebore. Most were Bave-U (RUSSELLS) sprayers.
He must have made dozens of axles in the big old lathe replacing the steel and wooden wheels on orchard sprayers,
tractor and fruit bin trailers, with aircraft wheels from the
Army disposals. Some of these wheels would come complete
with an axle and the strut attached. The struts were well
made with a chrome bore and leg, and could be disassembled
to be fitted with a leather bucket and used in a hydraulic
press. Cyril used the press for a long time, as I use one to this
day capable of working to about thirty tons.
In 1951, Cyril began building a new workshop on
his own block, a little further down in King Street from the
existing shed. It was the start of something, that over the
years, was to grow much larger.

I can remember some of the machinery being moved
from the old to the new shed. This included the good six inch
lathe, the Selson drill, hacksaw, shaper, anvil with tools,
grinder, welder and oxy and the furnaces. The original big
lathe, however was not transferred . Changes in the new shop
were numerous and happened quite quickly. About this time,
new plant went in, including a very nice lathe about seven to
eight inches centre . height with a hollow spindle about five
to six feet between centre.
My contact with Cyril at this stage became limited as
I was becoming very involved in the fruit industry. Some years
later, and with a well-equipped workshop of my own, the sale
in 1972 of the Doncaster East orchard saw me establishing a
new orchard property in Gladysdale. Sheer distance and work
commitments left less time than ever to be meeting up with
Cyril.
However, after living at Gladysdale for some time,
my contact with the Bloom workshop began again through the
formation of The Yarra Valley Machinery Preservation Society in 1988.
Having had no formal training , Cyril Bloom began his working life on the family orchard. Cyril was a most gifted man
with great powers of observation and an absorbing mind. He
was a brilliant engineer.
Personally, I am greatly indebted to Cyril for the
depth of knowledge and enthusiasm that began for me as a
young man at Bloom’s workshop. There is much more history
of the Bloom family involvement in engineering. From the
period that I have written about to when they ceased working
in year 2006, that only Les & Geoff Bloom would be able to
record.

If you go back to last December’s edition, and read the story from our member of the month, Len (one of our foundation members) you can see where he learnt all the skills that he has today.
Thanks Len for your article Ed.

25TH ANNIVERSARY OF MONT DE LANCEY.

It was a magnificently sunny day when Don and I arrived just on 10am. They had sixteen gazebos with
stalls all set up, plus other stalls under the old shed. Plenty of things for children to do. such as games and jumping
castle etc, and the food vendors were plentiful.
Our shed was extremely busy with people coming through it all day, including some doing it two or three times, as they were amazed at the amount of
memorabilia we had as well as engines.
The official opening of the MDL’S 25 year celebrations were done by Mr
Graeme Sabre and Mr Tony Smith the Federal MP. The official plaque for
this event was unveiled by 101 years old Mrs Linda Chapman, who also
planted a tree assisrws by Len Howell and Lance Sebire, as they said “ the 3
“L’s or better known as the 3 amigos (all being original members of MDL).
It was great to see a few members come to help out on such a busy day such
as Lewis, Stuart & Judy Bennett, George, Ron, Jamie Loaring, Joy and Don
Walker, Norm and Noreen, Andrew Findlay, Freda and George, Maureen and
Alan Rayson, Don Wright and apologises for anyone that that I may have missed.
Also congratulations to Pam and Jim Copeland who celebrated their 57th wedding anniversary by working there all
day..
We closed down about 7pm after a very successful day.
By Heather and Don Butcher.
George Smith tells me that it was one of the busiest days the shed crew have ever had , people everywhere.
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KALORAMA RALLY 25TH MARCH 2018

We set up early with the threat of rain, but we only had one brief shower whilst doing so, then it turned into a
lovely sunny day. One of our members, Paul Edgar was the organiser of the Kalorama Rally for the Vintage Car
Club and so he asked us to show engines on the day.
We had a good show with David Ball who had his air operated water pump (the bird), a model steam engine and the Sentinal. Stan Rundell had a 19262HP Buzacott, and another 1926 Buzacott Farm Pumper, Lewis
Carlton had The Witte engine, Jamie Butcher had his 1904 Tangye, Don Butcher had a 5HP Lister, John Baker had
a 4HP Austral, Stuart Bennett had a Cooper and a Lister Jnr. Don Wright had a ½ HP Buttler (approx1900)
with the hot tube ignition.
The arena was filled with vintage cars all around the perimeter and the Austin 7 Club were the main feature
in the centre of the oval. Also one main item on display was Peter Brock’s first paddock buggy that he built when
he was twelve year old, and then raced around home in it. It was brought out of a museum for the day from Beaconsfield.
Len Howell brought along his old car and his early collection of speedway memorabilia. Thanks also to
Norm Watchorn who came along to help those that were there and also to Narelle & Scott for supporting us.
One of the raffles was won by our John Baker (Lucky), It was a bucket of Seasol and gardening products,
but when is he going to get time to use them?

A pair of these machine carriers were put together a while back. One is a fixed wheel type,
the other has heavy swivel castors. Over all, they are only about 44 inches so they will easily
fit in a 4 foot wide trailer. The gap is a tad over 20 inches. They could be modified to suit if
necessary. Height of the load area is only a bit over 3 inches. If you have to move something,
you may borrow these. Two conditions, you pick them up & you bring them back.
Lewis

YVMPS NEWS
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POWELLTOWN SAW MILL EXCERTION

On March 19th eleven YVMPS members journeyed to

Powelltown for a guided tour over the working saw
mill. We were met by Harold Fox, Managing Director
who, after a brief introduction about the mill and its
production of Mountain Ash for the furniture industry
took us through the whole process. We saw large logs,
one to two meters diameter being maneuvered into position like match sticks to face the giant band saw.
From here the 2x4 inch planks travelled through various saws and buzzers to be finally stacked in the yard
to air dry for a minimum 12 months, then kiln treated to
return moisture to the timber before being milled and
sold. We then all adjourned to ‘Powelly’ Pub for a pie
and coffee.
Thanks to Norm Watchorn for organizing a great trip.

50TH SCORESBY STEAMFEST RALLY 2018

Our club was invited to show engines at Melbourne Steam on the long weekend in March. We had a good
turn up of members, including David Ball, Niel Brain, Rod Daniel, Ron Arbuthnott, Jamie & Don Butcher, Lewis
Carlton, Barry Thomas, George Smith also came along to support us. We also had Alan and Kerry Shepherd with
their Axe and Tool display in one of the many sheds. There was a vast number of engines this time from many different clubs. The day turned out to be extremely hot but there were many demonstrations going on to keep our
minds otherwise occupied. Six of us stayed on for the evening meal which was very enjoyable. On the Sunday Don
Walker and John Baker turned up with a couple of Australs and Norm Watchorn came to have a look around and
helped us with the packing up on Sunday afternoon. The members of Melbourne Steam were very appreciative of
our attendance and indicated the possibility of some of their members attending our Draught Horse Festival.
By Heather and Don Butcher
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COMING EVENTS
*Denotes YVMPS event.
Contact Alan Shepherd for phone numbers.
April
* Yarra Junction Crank Up Sat 7th Sun 8th
* Kirth Kiln Festival Sun 8th
* Mt Delancey Engine Rally April Sat ? th Sun ? th

* Monthly Meeting Wed 18th
May
Lake Goldsmith Sat 5th Sun 6th .
* Monthly Meeting Wed 16th
Heyfield Vintage Machinery Rally 19th & 20th
Wedderburn swap Sat 19th
Gisborne Rally Sun 20th
June
Echuca Steam rally Sat 9th. Sun 10th.
* Monthly Meeting Wed 20th
* YVMPS 30th anniversary Sun 24th 10.30-4PM
all welcome to the shed BBQ lunch provided .

Membership Fees

Once only Joining
Insurance & NHMA levee
Annual membership
Associate (Wife)
Junior/ student (10-18yrs)

BUY, SELL & SWAP.
FOR SALE $500.00 6 HP Roseberry all
original, on solid timber frame.
John Hunter
Phone 03 9848 1602
0408 035 661

Wanted Injector for C.E. Mc Donald. complete or just
the housing. Bronze Type David Ball 59673573

YVMPS COMMITTEE 2017/2018
President
Vice President
Secretary
Asst. Secretary
Treasurer
Vice Treasurer
Committee

Librarian
Newsletter
Editors
Public Officer
Merchandice
Officer

Stuart Bennett 16 Lester St. Woori Yallock 3139
Don Walker 10 Mitchell Rd. Lilydale 3140
Alan Shepherd 18 Rand St. Greensborough 3088
Email: aksurgical@hilink.com.au
Jim Bennett 1773 Warburton Hwy. Woori Yallock 3139
Rod Daniel 11 Tasman Ave Nunawading 3131

5964 7280
9735 4393
9434 6681
9432 9500
5964 7570
9878 7627

Niel Brain 4 Lynne Crt Nunawading 3131

9878 7929

Email :wrdaniel@optus.com.au

Email: nhbrain@tpg.com.au

Lewis Carlton 2 Penola Dr. Seville 3139
Email: screwlews56@gmail.com
Barry Thomas 4 Tony Plc. Mooroolbark 3138
barry.thomas@cgi.com
Jamie Butcher 7 Doongala Rd. The Basin 3154
Don Butcher 32 Marland Rd Boronia 3135
Lewis Carlton 2 Penola Drv. Seville 3139

$5.00
$20.00
$30.00 (plus ins.)
$10.00 (plus ins.)
$7.00 (plus ins.)

Niel & Heather Brain 4 Lynne Crt Nunawading 3131
Email : nhbrain@tpg.com.au
Alan Shepherd 18 Rand St. Greensborough 3088
Email: aksurgical@hilink.com.au
Heather Butcher 32 Marland Rd Boronia 3135

DO NOT CLIMB OVER
COMPOUND FENCING.
BE SURE TO USE
THE GATE!

5964 2791
9726 8673
9762 1711
9762 7112
5964 2791
9878 7929

9434 6681
9432 9500
9762 7112

The newsletter will be produced bi-monthly and posted, one copy per member household. A SUBS DUE stamp will appear on the June issue. If
payment is not received, the August issue will also be stamped. Without payment you will not receive further newsletters. If you require an extra
copy, are not receiving the newsletter or your address has changed, inform the Editor.
Your Committee will not enter into any debate through the newsletter on the ‘politics’ or general running of the Society, as such matters are for general
meetings.
The Editor of the YVMPS Inc. newsletter welcomes freelance contributions of a high standard. Articles may be on CD, memory stick, typed or clearly
handwritten on one side of the paper only with the authors name and title of the article on each numbered page.
Whilst the Editor will exercise due care, no responsibility is accepted for any errors or omissions and retains the right to edit articles as needed.
The Society and its elected representatives accept no responsibility for the accuracy of statements or opinions expressed by freelance contributors.
Copy deadline: Any item for publication must be in the Editors possession no later than the monthly meeting prior to the month of issue.
Issue Months, Feb., Apr., Jun., Aug., Oct., Dec.
© Yarra Valley Machinery Preservation Society Inc. 2018
Material in this publication may not be reproduced without prior written permission from the publisher.

